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Thermodynamic equilibria and electron transfer kinetics involving the quinone acceptor complex in reaction
centers from R h o d o p s e u d o m o n a s sphaeroides were investigated. We focussed on reactions involving the
two-electron states QA Q n and QAQ~-, described by the scheme
K'L2-DQAQa~-D +,~-,~X~A~ a ~k~.~D+ r~
"~A~a
k~2~
k~l
k O~
(2)
D+~D
The equilibrium partitioning between QA Q n and QAQ 2n- was determined spectroscopically from either the
concentration of oxidized cytochrome c or the concentration of semiquinone after successive flashes of light.
At pH < 9.5, QAQ2n- is stabilized relative to Q A Q n , while for pH > 9.5, Q A Q B is energetically favored.
The reduction of QA, to form Q A Q ~ , is not associated with a protonation step ( p K < 8). However, the
reduction of Q ~ , to form the final state QAQ~-, is accompanied by an uptake of a proton (pK >/10.7). The
preferential interaction of a proton with QAQ2n- provides the driving force for the forward electron transfer.
The shift toward the photochemically inactive state Q A Q a with increasing pH may serve as a feedback
mechanism in photosynthetic organisms to limit the rise in intracellular pH. The electron-transfer rate
constants were determined from the observed kinetics and the equilibria between the states QAQ2n- and
QA Q n. The forward rate constant z.~2~
-An was approximately proportional to the proton concentration, whereas
kt2~
aA depended only weakly on pH. The recombination kinetics of D +QAQ2n- was biphasic. The slow rate
agreed with the predicted charge recombination via the intermediate state D + Q A Q f f ; the fast rate may be
due to the recombination from a separate (conformational) state. The results of this work were combined
with those of a previous study on reactions involving the one-electron precursor states Q A Q a and QAQn
(Kleinfeld, D., Okamura, M.Y., and Feher, G. (1984) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 766, 126-140). The overall
sequence for the protonation of the reaction center in response to successive reductions of the acceptor
complex involves the uptake of one proton for each electron transferred to QB- This sequential uptake
initiates the formation of a proton gradient across the cell membrane.
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Introduction

The process of photosynthesis begins in the
reaction center, a protein-pigment complex that
spans the plasma membrane. Reaction centers act
as energy transducers, absorbing light and converting it into electrochemical energy through the creation of oxidized and reduced molecules (for review, see Ref. 1). These molecules provide the
subsequent driving force for the transport of protons across the membrane. The light-induced electron transfer thus results in the formation of a
transmembrane proton gradient whose energy is
used for the formation of ATP (for review, see
Ref. 2).
Reaction centers from photosynthetic bacteria
consist of three polypeptides and a number of
cofactors associated with the electron-transfer
chain (for reviews, see Refs. 3-5). In this work we
focus on a subsystem of the transfer chain consisting of the primary donor, D (a bacteriochlorophyl
dimer), and the primary and secondary quinone
acceptors, QA and QB respectively. This subsystem
is coupled to exogenous (quinone) acceptors that
initiate the transport of protons across the membrane (Refs. 6-8, see also the review in Ref. 9).
In a previous report [10] we examined the free
energy and kinetic relations associated with the
states formed after the transfer of the first electron
to the quinone acceptors. We found that near
neutral pH the state QAQB is stabilized relative to
QAQB, while at high pH QAQB is energetically
favorable. Both QA and QB associate with a proton, with pK values of 9.8 and 11.3, respectively.
The stronger interaction of the proton with QB
provides the driving force for the forward transfer
of the electron.
In this work we examine the free energy and
kinetic relations associated with the states formed
after the transfer of the second electron to the
quinone acceptor complex. The equilibrium involved in this system is described by *
QA QB ~ Q A Q ~

kg~,

,

(1)

* For simplicity, the various reaction center states are written
unprotonated (see also Eqns. 2-4, 7, 8, 19 and 22). However,
they are meant to include the protonated states as well. The
topic of protonation is discussed in a later section.

where the superscript (2) indicates that we are
concerned with the second electron.
The equilibrium partitioning between QAQB
and QAQ 2 was determined by using two different
assays. In the first, the fraction, 13, of reaction
centers in the state QAQB was determined from
the amount of cytochrome c oxidized by D + after
successive flashes of light. In the second assay, 13
was obtained from the steady-state semiquinone
(i.e., QA or QB) absorption after successive flashes.
Both assays were performed over a wide pH range.
The electron transfer rate between QAQB and
QAQ 2 , given by X
' AB//(2)~_ ~BAV
' ~21was determined by
optically monitoring the decay kinetics of QAQB
following a flash. In addition, the initial amplitude
of this transient signal was used to confirm the pH
dependence of 13 found with the methods outlined
above.
The free energy difference (AG,0bs (2)) between
QAQB and QAQ 2- was obtained from the partition coefficient 13. By combining the experimental
results for k"AB
~2) + t,~2)
o (2)'
BA with the values of AGobs
the pH dependence of the individual electronrl21 and ~BA
z,121 were obtained. From
transfer rates r,.AB
the pH dependence of AG,°b~(2) and the individual
transfer rates, the protonation steps associated with
the formation of QAQB and QAQ~- were deduced. The results of the present study were combined with previous work [10] on the equilibrium
between Q A Q , and QAQ~ to formulate a model
describing how protons are sequentially coupled to
the electron-transport chain.
We also examined the charge recombination
kinetics of the state D+QAQ~ - , i.e., the recombination of one of the electrons on Q2 with D +.
The electron-transfer scheme describing this process is given by
'~

k%
DQACQB

k~

D+Q,~QB..~--~ ~

~,~

"..~A".~,

.

(2a)

The charge recombination can proceed either directly, or indirectly via the intermediate state
D+QAQ~. When the electron-transfer rate between QAQB and QAQ 2-- is rapid compared to
the recombination rates /,.(2)
~AD and b(2)
~BD~ the ob(2)
served recombination rate, ,,l.obs
D+_D,
can be ex-
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pressed as [10]:
kobs(2)
D ÷ ~ D

--

t.

±

-- ~ indirect ~

9.0-10.0; Caps (Calbiochem-Behring), pH >/10.0.
~.

_

nv(2)

~ direct --/~AD

~11

O',v(2)

-- k ~ -- /" 1 ~ BD

(2b)

where/3 is the fraction of reaction centers in the
state Qx QB. The basis of the method to determine
the pathway was to compare the product at,(2)
t-,~-AD
(2)D" From the discrepancy between the
with bobs
,, D+~
value u^¢
t.obs (2)
[ ~ b ( 2 ) the contribution of the
t
r~D+
~ D and / J ~ A D
direct recombination rate, kh2)o, can be obtained.
Preliminary accounts of this work have been
presented [11].
Materials and Methods

Reagents
Cytochrome c(Cyt c) (horse heart type VI,
Sigma) was reduced (> 98%) by sodium dithionite
(Matheson, Coleman and Bell) and purified on a
Sephadex G-200 (Pharmacia) gel filtration column. The concentration of cytochrome was determined from the optical absorption using the
extinction coefficient C550red= 27.6 mM-~ • cm[12]. Solutions of diaminodurene (DAD; 2,3,5,6tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine) (Aldrich) and
1,10-phenanthroline (o-phen) (Baker) were prepared in ethanol prior to use.
Reaction centers
Reaction centers were isolated from R.
sphaeroides R-26 as described [3]. Reaction center
concentrations were determined from the optical
absorption ~A302
and the extinction coefficient
1
cm
E8°2 = 288 mM-1. cm-1 [13]. The quinone content
was determined by a cytochrome c photooxidation
assay and by an assay based on the donor recovery
kinetics after a laser flash [14]. Preparations contained slightly less than two quinones per reaction
center; the deviation from 2.00, defined as 3, was
typically 0.05 _+_0.02. Since the binding of QB is
substantially weaker than the binding of QA(see,
e.g., Ref. 14), 3 corresponds to the fraction of
reaction centers that lack QB.
Buffers
All experiments were carried out at 21.5°C in
10 mM buffer and 0.025% (w/v) LDAO with
potassium chloride added as required to set the
ionic strength at 10 mM. The following pH buffers
were used: Mes (Calbiochem-Behring), pH ~<6.4;
Pipes (Sigma), pH 6.4-7.6; Tris (Schwartz/Mann),
pH 7.6-9.0; Ches (Calbiochem-Behring), pH

Optical measurements
Optical absorption spectra were recorded with a
Cary 17D spectrophotometer (Varian). Flash-induced charge separation was accomplished with a
pulsed dye laser (~0 = 584 nm, 0.4 #s pulse width,
0.2 J per pulse) (Phase R). Rapid changes in the
optical absorption spectrum following a flash were
recorded with a spectrophotometer of local design
that had a time resolution of 0.5 /~s [10]. The
spectral bandwidth in all measurements was less
than 1 nm. To limit the exposure of samples to
light prior to a flash, the monitoring beam of the
spectrophotometer was gated shut until approx. 1
s before the flash. The analysis of data was performed as described [10].
Theoretical models

Reaction center states and cytochrome oxidation
after successive flashes
In the presence of an exogenous electron donor
(e.g., Cyt c2+), D + is reduced and electrons are
trapped on the quinone acceptors. The different
states (QAQB, Qi, QB, QAQB, QAQB, QAQ~- and
Q~,Q~-) produced after successive flashes are
shown in Fig. 1 (see footnote on p. 292). Following
a flash, an electron is added to the quinones as
long as QA is unreduced [10,15]; reaction centers
in the state D Q i, are photochemically inactive on
the time-scale of the reaction with Cyt c 2+. The
mixture of states present after each flash is determined by the equilibrium partitioning between
Q~,QB and QAQB and between Q~,Q~ and
QAQ 2-, described by the partition coefficients a
and fl, respectively (see Appendix A), where

[Q;, 0.]

a=

[Q~, Qa] + [QAQa ]~'

[Q:, O~ ]
,8 = [QAQa ]+ [QAQ~- ]"

(3)

(4)

The value of/3 can be obtained by monitoring
optically (~ = 550 nm) the amount of cytochrome
oxidized after each of the first three flashes. The
absorption change after the first flash (AA~ 5°)
corresponds to 1 Cyt c 2÷ oxidized per reaction
center, the absorption change after the second
flash (AA~ 5°) corresponds to ( 1 - a ) Cyt c 2+
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the various reaction center states after successive flashes in the presence of an exogenous electron
donor (e.g., Cyt c 2 + or DAD). The concentration of the reaction center states and the oxidized exogenous donor, Cyt c -~+. are given
relative to the initial reaction center concentration. The circled states are those formed immediately after a flash, i.e., at a time short
compared to the Qi, QB ~ QAQB and QA QB ~ QAQ~- equilibration times. It is assumed that the exogenous donor is present in at
least a three-fold molar excess and that it reacts with D ÷ rapidly compared to the charge recombination of D ÷ with either QA or QB.
The partition coefficients, a and 13, are defined by Eqns. 3 and 4 respectively.

oxidized per reaction center, and the absorption
change after the third flash (AA~ 5°) corresponds
to (1 - c0{a + (1 - 13)} Cyt c 2+ oxidized per reaction center (see Appendix B, Eqn. B-2). Thus/3 is
determined from the measured absorption changes
using the relation
#=

A A~ ~o _ A A~ so

+

AA525°_ z~A~St'

(5)

where the first term corresponds to the partition
coefficient a [10]. Eqn. 5 was derived under the
assumption that all reaction centers contain exactly two quinones. If the average number of
quinones per reaction centers is less than 2.0 but
greater than 1.0, one Cyt c 2+ is still oxidized on
the first flash, while on successive flashes the Cyt
c 2+ oxidation depends only on the fraction of
reaction centers with two quinones. Eqn. 5 is
modified to account for the fraction of reaction
centers with one quinone, & and becomes
/3 = (1 - 8)zaA~5° - ,aA~5°
( 1 - 8 ) A A [ 5°

+

AA ~50
2 - A A 250
3

use of the optical absorption of the different
acceptor states. The ubisemiquinone species Q A
and Q~ both have a characteristic optical absorption peak at 450 nm [16] that is absent in the
neutral quinone and the dihydroquinone (i.e.,
QH2) [17]. Thus, the amplitude of the semiquinone absorption after successive flashes can be
used to determine the partition coefficients. The
relatively strong semiquinone absorption of Q~, Q B
makes this assay particularly sensitive to the equilibrium between QAQB and QAQ~-The change in steady-state absorption after the
m th flash, AA~,5°, depends on the concentration.,
(see Fig. 1) and the extinction coefficients of th~
semiquinone states. The concentrations, in turn
depend only on the partition coefficients a and
(see Appendix A). We confine our analysis to the
semiquinone absorption after the first two flashes;
these are given by
AA45° = [QA QB],(~SOB + [QAQB ],cI~
= [RC]{,,d~%+(1

(6)

- ,,)d,8

}

(7a)
(7b)

,~A~5°

and

Steady-state serniquinone absorption after successive
flashes
An alternative assay to probe the equilibrium
partitioning between Q 2 Q ~ and QAQ~- makes

aA~ 5° + Z~A45° = [QA QB ]2(~59B + [QAQ. ]2~I~ '
+ [QA QB ]2(4~0B-

(8a)
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where [RC] is the concentration of reaction centers
and the extinction coefficients ~45%, ~AB-450and
~45°w refer to the states QAQa, QAQB and QAQa,
respectively. The change in absorption after the
second flash is (Eqns. 7b and 8b):

The steady state mixture of states present after
a first flash depends on the equilibrium partitioning between QAQB and QAQa (see Fig. 1); (1 - a)
of the reaction centers are in the photochemically active state QAQB. Immediately after the
second flash, i.e., at a time t o << lkobs~l)
~ o~o~ )-1
( b . o b s (2)
~-1
,,QA ~Q~j , this fraction forms the state QAQB.
Consequently, the change in semiquinone absorption at t = t o is given by

AA~ 5° = [RC](1 - a) { B,45%- - a,45-% - (1

aA4s°tto)=[RC](1 -- a)(

+fl(1-a)~5%-},

(8b)

-

" 450 }
'~),A,-

(9)

Note that the sign of AA 45° changes at a critical
value of fl; for the special case of t4s0a- = ca~450
= 21C A4s0B , this occurs at f l = ½ (i.e., [QAQ~] =
[QAQ~ ]). Combining Eqns. 7b and 9 and solving
for fl gives
,,so - ,' ,,so
4so ~ 0_~)aA#o+aA~5o
/3 = tAB + a t t,,,-8 -- tA~ ~,
,1%
(i - ~)aA# °

(10)

For Eqn. 10 to hold, all reaction centers must
contain exactly two quinones. If the average number of less than 2, but greater than 1, (1 - 8) of the
reaction centers will remain in the state DQA after
the first flash. Eqn. 10 is modified to account for
this contribution and becomes
[

450

fl= ,AB- + aI,A-,-,~.

450 "~
CAB- ]

(1-a)(1-8)AA~S°+AA~ 5°
(1 - a)(1 - 8)AA 45°
(u)

The term (1 - a ) ( 1 - 8)AA 45° corresponds to the
absorption change by the fraction of reaction
centers that are photochemically active prior to the
second flash.

Electron transfer kinetics between Q f Q ~ and
QAQ~In the previous section we discussed the
steady-state values of the semiquinone absorption
after successive flashes. We now focus on the
transient change in semiquinone absorption for
reaction centers in the presence of an exogenous
electron donor to D +. We assume that the reaction
between the exogenous donor and D + is fast compared to the charge recombination between D +
and the reduced quinone acceptors.

}.

(12)

The time evolution of the system following the
second flash is governed by two parallel processes:
(1) reaction centers in the state QAQa equilibrate,
with rate k~b~Q = k ~ + k~a~, to form a mixture
of QAQB and QAQ~-. (2) Reaction centers left in
Lobs (l)
the state Q;,Qa reequilibrate, with rate "0~
~Q,
= k ~ +"BA,t'(1) to form a mixture of QAQB and
QAQ~. After a time long compared to both of
these equilibrium processes the change in absorption reaches the steady-state level AA45°(t --+ oo) =
AA~ 5° (see Eqn. 9). T h e transient absorption
change, AAt450
..... (t), leading to this steady-state level
is given by
AA 450
..... ( t ) -__A A 2 450 ( t ) - a A 2 450 (t

= [ R e l y ( l - ~)(,'29.
450 --

450
E450
A - B - -- IEAB

_.

oo)

(13a)

4,0

+ [RC](1 - a)(1 -/3 ) t4AS9, ' exp( - k~b,' (2'QAt ). (1 3b)
The decay kinetics of the transient change (Eqn.
13b) separate into two distinct components when
the electron transfer rate between QAQB and
QAQB is large compared to that between QAQa
and QAQ~-, i.e.
k°bs(1)
>>
Qft -~ QA

k "bs(2)

QA ~ QA"

(14)

Consequently, on the time scale 1.,~.
QA/'L°bs~QA/(1)
'~-1 "('( t
, ( < I't~QA//.obs(2)~QA/]- 1 the decay of the transient absorption change will follow single-exponential kinetics
,.obs
This kinetic behavior is also
with rate /%
Q A ~(2)
QA"
observed when the relative difference between the
extinction coefficients for Q~.Qa and QAQa is
small (see Eqn. 13b), i.e.

~ ( , 2 % - , , , 450
. )

<,(

(1-B)d'%

(15)

The transient change under either or both of the
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TABLE I
S E M I Q U I N O N E ABSORPTION A~5°m IN R E A C T I O N C E N T E R S F O L L O W I N G A S I N G L E S A T U R A T I N G FLASH
Reaction centers in 10 m M Tris (pH 8.2)/0.025% ( w / v ) L D A O / 5 0 0 /~M DAD; T = 21.5°C. Typical reaction center concentration
was 3.5 #M. o-phen (10 raM) added from a 500 m M solution in EtOH. The reported uncertainties represents the standard deviation
of the mean (n >/7). The value of a at pH 8 is 0.065_+0.005 [10], ~ = 0.04_+0.02 and ~ = 0.73_+0.02.
Sample

Quinone
Content
(Q per RC)

A1450
cm/[RC]
(mM 1.cm i)

Expected
Contribution

1 Reaction center

1.96-+0.02.

6.05+0.06_

2 Reaction center
plus o-phen
3 Reaction center
depleted of QB
4 Reaction Center
depleted of Qa
plus o-phen

1.96 -+ 0.02

4.90 _+0.05

(1 - a)(1 8)CAB450 +
a(1 -- 6)~4~0 B + 6C4A5°
(1 - 8)CA-450B+8 4A50

0.73 _+0.02

4.36 _+0.04

~/~A5°

0.73 _+0.02

4.21 _+0.07

TtC4A5!~

above conditions (Eqn. 14 a n d / o r
given by
AA 450
..... ( t ) = [ R C ] ( 1 - f l ) ( l - a ) ~ 4 5 °

Eqn. 15) is

B "~xt,~
~ ~[-~QAr',b~2'~Q~t ) .
(16)

If a fraction, 6, of the reaction centers contain
only one quinone, Eqn. 16 is modified and becomes
/~A 450
....... ( t ) - [RC](1 - f l ) ( 1 - a ) ( 1 - 6)
X ¢4A50n " exp( -- k~bA' ~(21Q, t ) .

(17)

From Eqn. 17, the extinction coefficient for the
state QAQB can be determined from the initial
amplitude change, A A 450
t..... (0), the measured values
of a, fl, 6 and the concentration of reaction
centers.

Experimental results
Extinction coefficients of the semiquinone states
An assay for the partition coefficient fl,
described in the next section, is based on changes
in semiquinone absorption after successive flashes.
It was therefore necessary to determine first the
extinction coefficients of the semiquinone states
QA Q ~, QAQ B and QA Q ~- The measurements were
made at 450 nm, the wavelength at which the

_

maximum change in semiquinone absorption occurs. The exogenous electron donor was DAD,
chosen for its negligible absorption at this wavelength [6].
The steady-state semiquinone absorption after a
single saturating flash, a450
"'lcm, was measured on
four different samples (see Table I): (1) reaction
centers (2) reaction centers plus 10 mM o-phen
(o-phen blocks electron transfer from Q A tO Q~
[19,20]), (3) reaction centers that were depleted of

T A B L E I1
E X T I N C T I O N C O E F F I C I E N T S ~45o F O R UBISEMIQUINONE ANIONS
The uncertainty is the S.D. of the mean; it does not include the
uncertainty in c s°2 (-+ 5% [13]). Note that the assay for fl (see
Eqn. 11) depends only on the relative values of the extinction
coefficients, not on their absolute value.
Species

Extinction coefficient
(raM 1.c m i)

Ref.

QAQB
QA QB
QA QB ~
QA
(UQ- 10)
(UQ-10)

CAB450 = 6.1 _4-0.1
c45°B = 4.9_+0.1
~5° a = 9.7_+0.3
~4A59= 5.9 _+0.2
5.4b
6.0

this
this
this
this
22
17

in MeOH
in D M F

work
work
work
work

Obtained from a fit of Eqn. 17 to data of Fig. 5d.
b A similar value, c 4 5 ° = 5 m M - t - c m -1, was reported for
(UQ- 10) in EtOH [17].
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QB [21], and (4) reaction centers depleted of QB
plus 10 mM o-phen. For samples (1) and (2), the
fraction of reaction centers with a single quinone,
8, was determined (see Materials and Methods) to
be 0.04. For samples (3) and (4), the average
quinone content, determined by a cytochrome
photooxidation assay [14], was 7/= 0.73 quinones
per reaction center; the low value minimized the
fraction of reaction centers with two quinones.
We checked the extent to which o-phen blocked
electron transfer by illuminating sample (2) with a
second flash after 1 s. If the electron leaks from
QA to QB the photochemically active state QAQB
is formed. Consequently, an increase in absorption
due to the formation of QAQB after the second
flash should be observed. We found that the increase in absorption was not more than 5%. Thus,
on the time scale of the experiments (1 s), o-phen
is at least 95% effective in blocking electron transfer.
The measured absorption changes depend on
the extinction coefficients (45-0B, tAB
_450 and ~45o a s
shown in Table I. The measurements on samples
(3) and (4) were averaged and, together with the
value of 7/, were used to determine c45° From the
absorption of sample (2) and the values of c45° and
8, the extinction coefficient c45-°B was determined.
The measurements on sample (1), together with
the values of C4A50
B, ¢45°, ~ and a = 0.065 [10], were
used to determine tAB-450.
The individual extinction coefficients are tabulated for pH 8 in Table II. Their value remained,
within experimental error, constant between pH 8
and 10. The value of the extinction coefficient for
QAQB, i.e., ~4A50a , was determined from the amplitude of the transient absorption change after
the second flash (Eqn. 17) (see later section). For
comparison, the extinction coefficients of the
ubisemiquinone anion measured in organic solvents
[17,22] are also tabulated.

The partition coefficient fl
Two different assays were used to determine ft.
In one the concentration of oxidized cytochrome c
and in the other the concentration of semiquinone
was optically monitored after successive flashes of
light.
Cytochrome oxidation after successive flashes.
The change in Cyt c 2+ oxidation after successive

flashes was obtained from the optical absorption
changes at 550 nm (see Fig. 2a). There is no
absorption by the quinones at this wavelength [16].
The partition coefficient fl was computed from
the absorption changes after the first three flashes
using Eqn. 6. The value of the correction factor, 8,
was determined (see Materials and Methods) to be
0.06.
The pH dependence of fl is shown in Fig. 2b.
The equilibrium between the states QAQB and
QAQ2a- is strongly pH dependent, with QAQ2a
favored at low pH (i.e., fl <0.5) and QAQB at
high pH (i.e., fl > 0.5). The change in the direction
I
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Fig. 2. Determination of the partition coefficient fl from the
cytochrome oxidation after successive flashes. (a) Changes in
the optical absorption measured at pH 10.15. A~S°m = 0 refers
to the absorption level prior to the first flash. Time betwt
flashes 0.6 s. Conditions: 2.1 #M reaction centers and 20 /~
Cyt c 2+ in 10 mM Caps/3.7 mM KC1/0.025% ( w / v ) LDAO,
T = 21.6°C. (b) The pH dependence of 13. The values were
determined (Eqn. 6) from AA], AA 2 and AA 3 with 8 = 0.06.
Conditions same as in part (a), except for varying buffers.
Error bars represent the estimated experimental uncertainty
(one S.D.). The solid line (Model) was constructed using Eqn.
19 with the free energy shown by the solid line in Fig. 4.
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of the equilibrium occurs at approx, pH 9.5. The
solid line in Fig. 2b represents a theoretical fit to a
model described later.
The method of determining /3 requires that
several conditions, similar to those required fro the
determination of a [10], be satisfied. The oxidation
of Cyt c 2+ must be fast compared to the charge
recombination of either Q~ or Q~ with D +. At
low pH this condition is satisfied• However, above
pH 9 the Cyt c 2÷ oxidation rate decrease sharply
[18], while both charge recombination rates increase with increasing pH (see Ref. 10 and later
section). This limited the assay to pH < 10.5.
Another requirement is that electrons not leak off
from Q~ or Q2- between flashes. To check this,
the time between flashes was varied between 0.3
and 2.0 s; no difference in the value for/3 was
found.

Semiquinone absorption after successive flashes.
The steady-state absorption by semiquinone after
successive flashes served as the second assay for
the partition coefficient /3. The experimental results of the absorption changes at two pH values
(7.95 and 10.50) are shown in Fig. 3a and b. Note
the difference in sign of AA 45° between the two
sets of data. Qualitatively, the negative value of
AA 4-~° in Fig. 3a is a consequence of the diminished
semiquinone concentration after the second flash,
i.e., the state QAQ 2 is energetically favored. The
positive value for AA 45° observed at high pH (Fig.
3b) indicates that the equilibrium has shifted in
favor of the optically absorbing state QA Q~.
The partition coefficient/3 was computed from
the observed values of AA 45°, A A 45° and Eqn. 11.
The values for the extinction coefficients for the
semiquinone states were taken from Table II; 6
was determined (see Material and Methods) to be
0.04. The pH dependence of a was determined
from the relation (see Eqns. 13 and 14 of Ref.
10)*:
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Fig. 3. Determination of the partition coefficient /3 from the
absorption by semiquinone after successive flashes. (a) Changes
in the optical absorption measured at pH 7.95. A ~ , , = 0 refers
to the absorption level prior to the first flash. Time between
flashes 0.6 s. The spikes after each flash are caused by the
transient presence of D ÷. Conditions: 3.9 # M reaction centers
and 500 ,ttM D A D in l0 m M Tris/2.4 m M KC1/0.025% ( w / v )
LDAO, T = 21.5°C. (b) Changes in the optical absorption
measured at pH 10.50. Conditions as in part (a), except that 10
m M Caps and 4.4 m M KCI was used. (c) The pH dependence
of/3. The value of/3 was determined (Eqn. l l ) from ~ A 1 and
AA 2 with the extinction coefficients shown in Table II, a
computed from Eqn. 18 with 8 = 0.04. Conditions same as in
part (a), except for varying buffering. Error bars represent the
estimated experimental uncertainty (one S.D.). The solid line
(Model) was constructed using Eqn. 19 with the free energy
shown by the solid line in Fig. 4.
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] + e x p { - JG,,~,,,))/kT }
AG~,~h,{i,= --67 m e V -

kT

In

1 +10PH

11.3

I+10PH

9.8 '

(18)

* In principle the partition coefficient a can be determined
from AA~ 5° (see Eqn. 7b). However, this method is inaccurate because of the relatively small difference between ,aAS()u
and ' A B450 (see Table II~
-- "

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the
absolute temperature; c~ varied between 0.07 and
0.28 over the pH range 7-10.6.
The pH dependence of/3 is shown in Fig. 3c.
The results found with this assay are in good
agreement with those found by the cytochrome c
photooxidation assay (Fig. 2b).
Similarly to the requirement of the cytochrome
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c assay, this method requires that the reduction of
D ÷ by DAD be fast compared to the charge
recombination of either Q~ or Qg- with D ÷. The
DAD to D ÷ electron-transfer rate (kDA D = 140
S-1, [DAD]= 500 #M, pH 8) is essentially independent of pH [8], while both of the charge recombination rates increase with increasing pH (see
Ref. 10 and later section). This limited the assay to
a maximum pH of 10.5.

The free-energy difference between Q~Q~
QAQ 2-

and

The free-energy difference, AG°b~ ~2), between
the states QxQB and QAQ 2~ was obtained from
the measured values of the partition coefficient/3
(see Figs. 2b and 3c), i.e.
[QAQ2- ]
aGo°~(2)= - kT In [ Q A Q ; ]

kT In 1 - fl
fl

+ I00,
AG~bs: kT{J.n10)(pH-9.5)
\

+50

• Derived from data
of figure 2b

~//
, , - y /

foam data
of figure 3c

/ , . ~

Derived

,_F-

,./

E

.~

/-

o

<~

.7

-50

-I00

(19)
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This relation is useful only when the uncertainty in
/3 is small compared to either fl or ( 1 - / 3 ) . To
limit the uncertainty in AG°bs(2) to less than + 10
meV, we restricted the analysis to pH > 8.3 for/3
determined by the cytochrome c assay (Fig. 2b)
and to pH > 7.8 for/3 determined from the semiquinone absorption (Fig. 3c).
Fig. 4 shows the pH dependence of AGObs (2)"
Between pH 8 and 10 the free energy increases
linearly with pH. In this region the data are well
described by the function (see Fig. 4)
0
AG~bs(2)
= kr(ln 10)(pH-pH0),

(20)

where pH o is the value (9.5) at which AGo°bs(2) = 0
(i.e., fl = 0.5); k T In 10 = 58 meV at 21°C. Above
pH 10 the dependence deviates from linearity. The
deviation is consistent with a pK = 10.7 (see solid
line, Fig. 4). The relation of this pK to the protonation of the acceptor complex is discussed in a
later section.

The Q~ Q ; ~ Q~Q2- electron-transfer rate
The electron-transfer rate, k°b~og~ ,
between
QAQB and QAQZa- was determined from the transient absorption change at 450 nm following consecutive flashes in the presence of excess Cyt c 2÷.
To suppress the fast decaying component due to
electron transfer between QAQB and QAQa (see

Fig. 4. Free energy difference, AGOb,(2), between the states
QA Qa and QAQ 2- as a function of pH, T = 21°C. The points
(O, A) were obtained from the partition coefficient fl (Figs. 2b
and 3c and Eqn. 19). The curvature in the solid line through the
data corresponds to pK(a~ = 10.7 (see Eqn. 26b).

Eqns. 14 and 16), the instrumental response time
was adjusted to attenuate the signal decaying with
rate ,robs
. Q A ~(t)Q A (see Fig. 3c in Ref. 10)*. Fig. 5a
shows representative data for the absorption
changes following the first three flashes. The
steady-state absorption following each flash contains contributions from Cyt c 3+ as well as from
the semiquinones. The contribution from Cyt c 3÷,
A4S0
C y t , was determined from the extinction coefficient ,'450ox_~d=9.0 m M - t . c m -1 [12] and the
calculated concentration of Cyt c 3÷ after each
flash (Eqn.B-3).
The transfer rate, ,,Lobs
Qg ~(2)Q,, was obtained from
the transient absorption changefollowing the second flash, AAtrans(/)
4~o
(see Fig. 5a). The data were
plotted logarithmetically, as shown in Fig. 5b, and
fitted to straight line. The small transient signal
* At pH < 8 the value of ~Q~b°bs~(2)QA approaches that of bobs(1)~Q~
~ Q~
(compare Fig. 5c with Fig. 3c in Ref. 10). However, the
component decaying with rate k ~ Q)9^ is at least 100-times
smaller than that associated with k ~ ~)Q,. Consequently,
the use of the instrumental time constant is not needed to
suppress k °bs(l)
(see Eqn. 15).
Q,~ ~ QA
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Fig. 5. Optical assay for the electron transfer rate, k °h~
Q,, tZJQ,c between QA QB and QAQ~ • (a) Changes in optical absorption at 450
nm following the first three flashes. A4S°m= 0 refers to the absorption level prior to the first flash. Time between flashes, 1.0 s.
Conditions: 4.8 ~M reaction centers and 50/~M Cyt c2+ in 10 mM Tris/3.3 mM KC1/0.025% (w/v) LDAO, pH 8.10 at T= 21.6°C.
(b) Semilogplot of the transient absorption change, AAtra,s, followingthe second flash (see part (a)). The baseline was obtained from
the steady-state value of the absorption after the flash. The data were digitally filtered before plotting. The solid line represents a
decay rate of 7.9.102 s- 1 (c) pH dependence of k~b2~>Q~.Conditions as in part (a) except for varying buffers. Solid line represents a
smooth fit to the data. Dashed lines represent smooth curves drawn through the high pH data reported by Wraight [23] and Vermeglio
[24]; at low pH their data follow the solid line. (d) pH dependence of the initial amplitude AAtf,,~(0
4~0 ), normalized to the reaction
center concentration. The amplitudes were taken from the same data that were used in part (c). The theoretical curve (solid line) was
constructed using Eqn. 17 with a calculated from Eqn. 18, fl calculated from Eqns. 19 and 20, 6 =0.05 and ~4AS0
B = 9.7
mM 1.cm 1

observed after the third flash results from the
fraction of reaction centers that equilibrate between QAQB a n d QAQ~- (see Fig. 1).
T h e p H d e p e n d e n c e of "~L,obs
(2)
is shown in
QA ~ QA
Fig. 5c. The rate decreases m o n o t o n i c a l l y with
increasing p H ; the decrease is less than one decade
per p H unit. Results o b t a i n e d by other workers
[23,24] are shown for c o m p a r i s o n (see dashed lines
in Fig. 5c).
T h e m a x i m u m a m p l i t u d e of the transient signal, AA 4t....
5 0 (0), n o r m a l i z e d to the c o n c e n t r a t i o n of
reaction centers, is shown in Fig. 5d. The ampli-

tude of the signal is c o n s t a n t near neutral p H a n d
decreases with increasing p H above approx, p H 8.
The decrease occurs as the e q u i l i b r i u m between
QAQB a n d QAQ~ shifts toward QAQB at high
pH. The decrease in a m p l i t u d e of the transient
signal a n d the decrease in the Cyt c 2+ reaction
rate with increasing p H [18] limited the measurem e n t s to a m a x i m u m p H of 10.2.
The solid line through the data of Fig. 5d
represents the theoretically predicted a m p l i t u d e
(Eq. 17) using the experimentally d e t e r m i n e d values for a (Eqn. 18), B (Eqns. 19 a n d 20), ~ = 0.05
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The forward transfer rate '~AB
t.t2) decreases with increasing pH at the rate of approximately one
decade per pH unit (i.e., kt2)ABCC[H÷]) over the
major part of the p H range investigated (see dashed
,_t2)
line). The reverse rate K
BA is only weakly dependent on pH, varying approx. 75-times less than
kt2)
AB over the same pH range•
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Fig. 6. The forward rate, k(A2,~,and the reverse rate, k ~ , for
the Q A Q B to QAQ~- transition as a function of pH. The
points (e, (D) were obtained from smooth curves drawn through
the data of Figs. 4 and 5c and Eqns. 21 and 22. The dashed
c u r v e r e p r e s e n t s a d e c r e a s e in ktA2~ o f o n e d e c a d e p e r p H u n i t
(i.e., k ~ o: [ H + ]).

(see Materials and Methods) and with c459B- chosen as a free parameter. The best fit over the entire
p H range was found with ~45-°B- = 9.7 + 0.3 mM-1
• cm -1.

The electron-transfer rates ,, Ast'~2)and k~s~
The individual forward and reverse transfer
r a t e s , b(2)
"AB and ~.(2)
'~BA, were determined from the
observed electron-transfer rate between Q;~Q~ and
QAQ 2- and the free-energy difference between
these states using the relations

Preparation of D Q A Q s in the absence of exogenous
donors
T h e charge r e c o m b i n a t i o n kinetics of
D+QAQ~ - must be studied in the absence of an
exogenous donor to D r. However to prepare the
precursor state, DQAQ~, a donor, such as Cyt
c 24, is required. The fulfillment of these seemingly
contradictory conditions requires an initial molar
ratio of Cyt c 2+ to reactions centers of one. Since
the extinction coefficients I:_550
red of Cyt C 2+ and f 802
of reaction centers are not known with sufficient
accuracy, we determined spectroscopically the
condition for equal molarity and in the process
obtained an accurate value for the ratio c8°2/¢"550red.
The assay is based on monitoring the extent of
cytochrome oxidation after the second flash. When
the initial Cyt c 2÷ concentration, [Cyt c:+]0, is
less than the reaction center concentration, all of
the Cyt c 2 ÷ is oxidized after the first flash. Consequently, no change in cytochrome absorption is
expected after the second flash. When the initial
cytochrome concentration is between 1- and 2(precisely, 1 + (1 - a)(1 - 3))-times the reaction
center concentration, the absorption change after
the first flash AA~5° is proportional to [Cyt c2+]o;
the absorption change after the second flash AA~5°
is proportional to the remaining Cyt c 2+, i.e.,
[ R C ] - [Cyt c2+]0. Relating the initial concentrations of cytochrome and reaction centers to their
respectively absorption maxima at 550 nm and 802
nm gives

(21)

k AB
(2) + k ~ = k Q~
°bsc~
~ Q^

o

aA so

and

a`4~so
~AB
k(2)
BA

[QA QB ] = exp

- Z~G;B~ (2~
kT

(22)

I

;if0 < [Cyt c 2* ]0 ~ [RCI

,802 ,Go

|-T~

802

;if [RC] < [Cyt c2* ]0 ~<[RC]

E red .4 RC

x {1+0-,,)(1-8)}
(23)

From smooth curves drawn through the data in
Figs. 4 and 5c (see solid lines), the pH dependence
of t.t2)
1_(2) was obtained, as shown in Fig. 6.
~AB and /~'BA

The condition for equal initial concentrations is
found by fitting Eqn. 23 to the measured absorp-
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tion changes with { 802/ { 550
red taken as a free parameter.
Fig. 7 shows the extent of the flash-induced
oxidation of Cyt c 2+ as a function of the ratio
A550
~550/~802
The absorption --cy,
was determined
~ Cyt/~
RC"
prior to the addition of reaction centers. The absorption ,t802
"'RC was measured after the photooxidation measurements. The onset of light-induced
oxidation of Cyt c 2÷ after the second flash corresponds to the condition [Cyt c 2+ ]0 = [RC]. From a
fit of Eqn. 23 to the data (Fig. 7) this occurs for
A550/A802
0.094 + 0.003 (S.D. of the mean), corCyt/~= RC =
responding to a ratio of extinction coefficients
{802
- = 10.6+0.3,
550
{ red

(24)

The result given by Eqn. 24 is consistent with
{ 8 0 2 -/-{ r5e5 0d _- 9.2--10.9 computed from the range of
values reported for the extinction coefficients of
reaction centers [13,25] and cytochrome c 2+ (see
tabulations in Refs. 26 and 27).
In the above analysis we assumed that the
reaction between Cyt c 2÷ and D ÷ goes to impletion. In practice, the finite redox free-energy difference between the two species prevents the complete reduction of D÷; for the condition
[Cyt c2+]0=[RC], approx. 3% of the reaction
centers will have their donor, D ÷, unreduced by
Cyt c 2+ after a flash (see Appendix D).
The

donor

recovery

rate

Lobs

second flash was approx. 6% smaller than that
after the third flash. Approx. 3% of this difference
is due to the finite redox free-energy difference
between Cyt c 2+ and D + (see Appendix D); the
remainder (2-3%) may be caused by a fraction of
reaction centers having an impaired Cyt c binding
site.
The charge recombination rate was determined
from the slope of the logarithm of the absorption
change following the second flash (see Fig. 8b).
The decay kinetics consist primarily of a slow
component (approx. 80%) with rate b~- °Db s+ (21i) = 0.75
S t (dashed line in Fig. 8a); the remaining (approx. 20%) component decays approx. 5-times faster (k °bs = 3.5 s - l ) .
The predicted rate for charge recombination via
the intermediate state D+Qf, Q~ is robs
ix D + ~ {2)
D
=
13k~A2~(see Eqn. 2b). The average value for 13 at pH
8.1, found from the data of Figs. 2b and 3c, is
0.07 _+ 0.02. The recombination rate of D+QA is
k{l)
AD = 10 s l, independent of p H [10]. Making the
assumption that 't*,A{D2 )--- - K( ALD), the recombination
rate predicted for the indirect pathway PKAD
'~'- (~) .= 0.7
_+ 0.2 s -~. This value is in agreement with the rate
observed for the slow component (0.75 s-~) of the
charge recombination (Fig. 8b). Thus, the contribution to the slow component from direct recombination between Q~ and D +, obtained from the
m a x i m u m discrepancy between the observed recovery rate and the rate predicted for the indirect

(2)

,~ D + ~ D

The donor recovery kinetics for reaction centers
in the presence of an equal molar ratio of Cyt c 2+
was monitored at 865 nm. The results at p H 8.1
are shown in Fig. 8a. The absorption change after
the first flash corresponds to the formation of
DQAQ~. The oxidation of D + by Cyt c 2+ is fast
compared to the instrumental time constant; consequently, the observed amplitude is small. The
absorption change following the second flash corresponds to the formation and subsequent decay
of D + Q A Q 2 - ; a fast component due to the oxidation of Cyt c 2+ remaining after the first flash is
not resolved. The changes following the third and
fourth flash were, within experimental resolution,
identical to each other; this indicates that DQAQB
is stable on the time-scale of the measurements.
The amplitude of the absorption change after the
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Fig. 7. Optical assay o f the relative extinction coefficients o f
reaction center and cytochrome c 2+. The absorption changes
AA~5° and AA~2s° were measured as shown in Fig. 2a. Conditions: 2.1-5.2 /~M reaction centers and 3.7/~M Cyt c 2+ in 10
mM Tris/3.3 mM KC1/0.025% (w/v) LDAO, pH 8.0 at T =
21.5°C. The theoretical curve (solid line) was constructed using
Eqn. 23 with ({ 8o2/{ ~50
red ) _
-- 10.6.
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ing time. This behavior was independent of the
time interval (2-20 s) between the first and second
flash. Furthermore, the recovery kinetics following
the third flash was substantially faster than the
kinetics following the second flash. Because of
these difficulties, the charge recombination kinetics of D+QAQ~ - could not be properly assessed at
low pH.
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Fig. 8. (a) Optical assay for the donor recovery rate, ,~
D+(2)D"
Time interval between the first and second flash 2 s; between
the second and successive flashes 13 s. Conditions: 3.7 /~M
reaction centers and 3.7 #M Cyt c 2+ (precisely, [Cyt
c2÷ ]0/[RC] = 1.00±0.03) in 10 mM Tris/3.3 mM KC1/0.025%
(w/v) LDAO, pH 8.09 at T= 21.2°C. (b) Semi-logarithmic
plot of the absorption change after the second flash (see part
(a)). The dashed line corresponds to a recoveryrate of 0.75 s- ].
The same value was obtained after the third and forth flashes.
~

pathway, accounts for less than 30% of the decay
rate.
Above p H 8, the decay rate of the slow component of the recovery kinetics increased and was in
agreement with the values predicted for the indirect pathway. However, the fractional contribution
of the slow component to the kinetics decreased
with increasing pH; the amplitude of the faster
decaying component being dominant above p H =
8.5. The decay rate of the faster component reached a value 12 s - ] at p H 10. Above p H 10 the
reaction rate of Cyt c 2+ with D + is too slow to
effectively generate DQAQ~.
Below p H 8 the recovery kinetics following the
second flash became non-exponential in character;
i.e., the decay rate constant increased with increas-

We have investigated electron equilibria and
transfer reactions involving the quinone acceptor
complex in bacterial reaction centers. From the
equilibrium data we deduced the free energy difference between QAQB and QAQ 2-. We found
that the free energy difference increases with increasing p H (7.8 < p H < 10.5). The state QAQ Eis energetically favored near neutral pH, whereas
QAQ~ is favored at high, nonphysiological, pH. It
is the preferential interaction of a proton with
QAQ 2- that provides the driving force for the
electron transfer to occur in the forward direction.
To examine quantitatively the role of protonation on the stabilization of Q 2 - , the equilibrium
between QAQB and QAQ 2- was modeled by the
scheme shown in Eqn. 25. For the p H range used
in this study, the one-electron precursor state
QAQB associates with a proton ( p K [ 1) = 11.3) [10].
The two-electron states are in equilibrium with a
second proton as shown:

(QA Qa )H+ ~ ~G°°"~ (QAQ 2- )H+

(Q2 Qn) 2H+~-

" '(QAQ~-) 2H+

AGO +

The measured free energy, AG~°bs(~), involves
both the protonated and unprotonated species and
is given by [101

[(QAQ~- )H+ ] + [(QAQ 2- )2H + ] (26a)
AG~°~(2)=-kTln [(QAQa) H+]+[(QAQa) 2H+]
= AGO+ - kT In 1 + 10PH- PK~21

1 + 10pH-pK'~2z"

(26b)
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For the pH range pKA~2J<<pH << pK~B2!, Eqn. 26b
reduces to (cf. Eqn. 20):
aGoh~t2)
_ 0 - AGO+ + k T ( l n l O ) ( p H -pK(A2) )

(27)

From the pH dependence of kG,°b.~{2~(See Fig.
4) the pK values for the association of a second
proton with either QAQB or QAQ 2 can be obtained. The linear pH dependence of AG,°b~I21 at
low pH places a limit on the pK for the equilibrium between (QAQ~)H + and (QAQB)2H +, i.e.
(see Eqns. 26b and 27):
pK(A2) < 8

(28)

The pK for the equilibrium between (QAQ2-)H +
and (QAQ~-)2H + was obtained from the curvature in AG°bs¢2) (Fig. 4) at high pH. However, in
view of the difficulty in measuring fl at high pH,
we establish only the tentative value (see Eqn.
26b):
pK(B~ > 10.7

(29)

These results imply that electron transfer from
QAQB to QAQ~- involves the stabilization of
Q z- by the association of a second proton with
the acceptor complex. The stabilization energy of
QAQ 2- relative to QAQB is kT(ln 1 0 ) ( p K ~ pKA¢2)) > 160 meV.
The pK for the protonation of QA in the
presence of Q~, i.e., pKA¢2), is considerably lower
than that for the protonation of QT~QB (PK~~)=
9.8) [10,28-30]. This implies that the charge on
QB decreases the interaction energy of QA with a
proton by kT(ln 10)(pK~A1)- pK~A2)) > 100 meV.
The value of AG,0b~2) found in this study is
similar to the one obtained for Photosystem II in
chloroplasts [31-34]. Diner [33] found AG°h~t2)=
100 meV in dark adapted chloroplasts (pH 7.5),
which is close to the value found for the bacterial
system at pH 8 (see Fig. 4)*. The equilibrium in
illuminated chloroplasts was found to shift away
from QAQB- [33]. This effect may be related to
the pH dependence of AG°b~2~. Under illumina-

* The value AGo°bsO)= --75 meV (pH 7.5) found in chloroplasts [29,33,50] is also close to the value found for bacterial
systems [10,11,51].

tion the pH on the acceptor side of the chloroplast
membranes rises (see, e.g., Ref. 1), thereby increasing AG,°hs ~2~ (see Fig. 4). Thus, the increase in
AG,Ob~~2) with increasing pH seems to serve as a
feedback mechanism to limit the rise in intracel[ular pH.

The relation of AG,°bs¢21 to redox titrations and proton uptake
The free energy difference between the states
QAQB and QAQ 2- is equal to the difference in
reduction-oxidation (redox) energies between the
QAQB/QAQB and the QAQB/QAQ~ couples.
The pH dependence of the redox couples that
yield the free energy difference found between the
states Q - Q ~ and QAQ 2- (see solid line in Fig. 4)
is shown in Fig. 9. These curves were computed
using the relation [10,35]
redox
0
GQ~.Q~/Q~Q~
= G(Q~.Q~)2H+

-

-

kT In

1 + 10 pH- pK~
I + 1 0 pH PKII

(30)

with an equivalent expression for ~ Qredox
AQB/QAQ~
"
Note that pK 0 describes the protonation of the
neutral species QA; it is less than pK(A21< 8 and
therefore does not enter into the analysis.
The reduction of QA in the presence of QB is
not associated with a protonation step and thus
the redox energy for the couple QAQB/QAQB is
pH independent (see Fig. 9). The second reduction
of Q~, to form Q~ , is associated with the uptake
of a proton and thus the redox energy for the
couple QAQB/QAQ~- is proportional to pH (approx. 60 meV per pH unit). By combining the
results for the pH dependence of the one-electron
[10] and two-electron redox couples, the overall
sequence for the protonation steps accompanying
the successive reduction of the quinone acceptor
complex is obtained, as shown in Fig. 10. Models
for the uptake of protons by the acceptor complex
have been proposed by Wraight [23].
The scheme shown in Fig. 10 predicts that the
formation of Q2 is accompanied by the uptake
of two protons per reaction center. The overall
stoichiometry of two protons per Q2- is in agreement with experimental observation [23,36,37].
However, the stoichiometry of protonation following transfer of the first electron to QB is controversial [23,36-39].
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The electronic currents and/or voltage associated with the transfer steps between QA and Q~
have been studied with reaction centers in lipid
layers [40-43]. No current was found to accompany the electron transfer between QAQa and
QAQB. However, an electric signal was observed
to accompany the electron transfer from QAQB to
QAQ2B- (Ref 43; see also Blatt, Y., Gopher, A.,
Kleinfeld, D., Montal, M. and Feher, G. unpublished results). The difference in behavior between
the two cases may be related to the different
protonation steps associated with the transfer of
the first and second electron. In the Qf, QB to
QAQB transition both states associate with a proton (see Fig. 10), suggesting that the electronic
current is counterbalanced by a concomitant pro-
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ton current. In contrast, QA does not associate
with a proton in the Qf, Qff-tO-QAQ~- transition
(see Fig. 10).

The pH dependence of the electron transfer rates
between OA O i and OAO~The electron-transfer rate from QAQB to
QAQ~- was first determined at pH 7.5 by
Verm6glio and Clayton [16]. The pH dependence
of this rate was subsequently measured by Wraight
[23] and Verm6glio [24]. Both investigators found
k °bso~(2)QA to decrease with increasing pH; below
approx, pH 8 the decrease is similar to that reported here (see Fig. 5c). At high pH, the values
for '~QA
t, obs~t2)
found in this study fall between those
QA
reported by Wraight [23] and Verm6glio [24] (see
dashed lines in Fig. 5c).
The pH dependence of the observed transfer
rate is dominated by the forward rate "~ABt('2)(Fig. 6).
This results from the stabilization of QAQ~- relative to QAQB through the association of Q~- with
a proton. If the forward electron transfer is limited
by the rate at which a proton binds to the reaction
center, as suggested by Wraight [23], '~AB
t-t2) should
t_(2)
be proportional to [H+]. The reverse rate ~BA
should be independent of pH, since the electron
transfer to regenerate Q~Q~ involves the release
of a proton. This is in approximate agreement with
the results shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 9. The pH dependence of the redox free energy, or
equivalently, the redox midpoint potential, of the
QAQB/QA QB and QAQB/QAQ~- couples (compare with the
pH dependence of the one-electron couples shown in Fig. 8 of
Ref. 10). The curves were constructed using the expression for
G QAQ~/QXQ~
redox

(Eqn. 30) with pK(A~--'~ 8 and T = 21.5°C and
the equivalent expression f o r ,-,r~o~
~rQ^Q~/Q^Q~- with p K ~ = 10.7.

The difference between the two curves was established from the
values of zlG°b~ (2), and represents the energy difference between the states QA QB and QAQ~-, as shown in Fig. 4. The
dashed part of the curves is an extrapolation beyond the range
for which energy differences were experimentally determined.
Note the change in sign of AGOb~(2) (i.e., reversal of equilibrium) at the crossing point of the two curves. The midpoint
potential of the QAQB/QAQg- couple, measured in chromatophores [291, is Em(QAQg- ) = - 4 0 meV at pH 8. This suggests
that the midpoint potential of the QAQ~/Q~. QB couple (with
Qf~ unprotoned and Q~ protonated) is E,,(Q~, Q~ ) = - 130
meV, close to the potential for the unprotonated form of the
QAQa/QA QB couple [28-30].

The charge recombination kinetics D + Q A Q 2 - ~
DQAQB
When the acceptor states QAQB and QAQ~are in equilibrium on a time-scale of the charge
recombination of D-QAQ~- , the donor recovery
is expected to follow single-exponential kinetics.
This condition holds irrespective of whether the
electron originates from QAQB, QAQ~- or both
(see Appendix in Ref. 10). The observation of
recombination kinetics that deviate from an
exponential time dependence implies either a distribution of reaction centers having different
recombination rates or the presence of an additional state (or states) in the charge recombination pathway. The new state must equilibrate with
the other reaction center states (see Eqn. 2a) at a
rate not greater than t.o~s
n - D + ~(2)D.
Between pH 8 and 9 the observed kinetics of
recombination could be decomposed into two exponentials, differing in rate constants by a factor
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of approx 5. The slower rate agreed with the
predicted charge recombination via the intermediate state D÷QAQB under the assumption
that '~AD
t, t2) = KAu"
- 0 ! This assumption seems justified
in view of the insensitivity of ~ADZm)to changes in
the free energy of QA [44,45], such as may be
caused by the charge on QB. The origin of the
faster decay process is at present not understood.
One possibility is that reaction centers exist in a
pH dependent mixture of two (or more) conformational states having different values of "aD'Z'(2~In one
of the conformational states direct recombination
between Q~- and D + is the dominant (fast) process.
Below pH 8 the donor recovery kinetics exhibited a complicated time dependence. Furthermore, the recovery kinetics following the second
and third flashes differed substantially from each
other. In analogy with the explanation for the
kinetics at high pH, the behavior at low pH may
reflect a transition between conformational states.
One of the states may be stabilized only after the
formation of D+QAQ~ - (i.e., after the second
flash). The binding of Q2- to reaction centers is
reported to be weaker than the binding of either
QB or QB [46]. Thus a possible transition may
involve the rearrangement of Q2a in the binding
site of the secondary quinone.

Concluding remarks
In this and our preceding work [10], we described how protons are involved in the electron
transfer between the primary and secondary
acceptor in bacterial reaction centers. Our description was based on measurements of the thermodynamic and kinetic relations for the QAQB ~ QAQB
and QAQB ~ QAQ 2- equilibria. We showed previously [10] that the uptake of a proton provides
the driving force for the transfer of the first electron to QB- The same was found in the present
work to hold for the second electron, whose transfer to Q~ is accompanied by the uptake of a
second proton. The uptake of protons that accompanies the sequential reduction of the quinone
acceptor complex is the starting point for the
transduction of light into a proton gradient across
the cell membrane. The final state Q2- transfers
electrons and protons to exogenous (quinone)
acceptors. This process, the details of which re-

j
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( pK~Z)-)lO7)

h~

0Q00

(DQAQ2B)2H
*

(pK~)<8) (DOlOs)H*

(

c3,

(DQ;QB)H" (pK~l:9 8]

(DQAQB)H* (pK~J:fl 3)

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the protonation events in
reaction centers following successive flashes of light in the
presence of Cyt c 2 + and exogenous quinone. The scheme is
based on the free energy and kinetic relations between the
states QA Qa and QAQB presented previously [10], and the
relations between the states QA QB and QAQ 2- found in this
study. The pK values for each protonation step are shown in
parenthesis; the scheme was drawn for pKtA21 < pH < pK(AH.

main to be worked out, provides a pathway for the
return of electrons to the primary donor concomitant with the undirectional transport of protons
across the membrane.
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Appendix A. Reaction center states after successive
flashes
The concentration of the different reaction center
states after m successive flashes (see Fig. 1) are
described by the difference equations:
[QA Qa] m = a ( [ Q A Q B I , . , + [Qi, Q a ] m - , ) ,

(A-la)

[QQQB] =(I-a)([QAQB]~ I+[QAQB]~_~), (A-Ib)
[Q~,Q~ ]~ =fl([QAQB ]m I+[QAQB ] m - , ) '

[QAQ2n ] , , , = ( 1 - f l ) ( [ Q A Q a ] . .

(A-Ic)

,+[Q,~Q~],.-,).(A-ld)

[QAQ2B ] m = [QAQB-]m ,+[QAQB ] m - , '

(A-le)
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where cr and p are defined by Eqns. 3 and 4. The
reaction center states satisfy the conservation
equation
~Q~Q,QBI,+[QAQB]~+[QAQB~~+~QAQ~~~
+[Q,Q;-],+[Q,Q;-I,,,=

WI.

(A-4

where [RC] is the concentration of reaction center.
The initial conditions are given by
(A-3a)

[Q,Q,l, = WI.
[Q, %I,

=

[Q,Q,

= [Q,

(B-lb)

where the expression in the brackets represents the
concentration of photochemically active reaction
centers present before the flash (see Fig. 1). Substituting Eqns. A-4a, A-4c and A-4f, the change in
absorption can be expressed in terms of (Yand /3,
i.e.,
if m=l;

lo= [QA~8 lo= [Q,Q;- I0

Q;- IO = 0.

(A-3b)

AA:‘=

-[RC]rji:_,,
ifm>2

The solution of the difference equations, for m > 1,
are given by:
[Q,Q,l, =O,

(A-4a)

[Q,Q,],

= Warn,

(A-4b)

[a,~;],

= pc](l-

a)d-l,

(A-4)

[Q;Q;],=[RC]B(~-~)~~-~I~~~‘,

[QAQ;-],=[RC](*-8)(*-a)

(B-2)
The total absorption change after m flashes is
AAT” = -[RC]r;::_,,.
I-1

(A-4)

.

(A-44

(B-3)

After a large number of flashes (i.e., as m + co)
the total absorption change is
(A-4f)

E OAfso = -3[RC]cjz_,,x

P-4)

/=l

Note that for the special case (Y= p,
i.e., three Cyt c*+ are oxidized per reaction center.

After many flashes (i.e., as m + co), the concentration of all states, except Q,Qi-,
tend toward zero; the concentration of Q,Qitends
toward [RC].
Appendix B. Cytochrome oxidation after successive
flashes

Appendix C. Semiquinone
sive flashes

The change in semiquinone absorption after
successive flashes is most conveniently measured
at 450 nm (see Figs. 3a and b). The change in
absorption after the m th flash is defined by
m-l

AAz”

The change in absorption caused by the oxidation of Cyt c *+ by Df after successive flashes is
most conveniently measured at h = 550 nm (see
Fig. 2a). The change in absorption after the m th
flash is given by
A/,20

= _ (550

red-oxA[Wc3+I,,,

(B-la)

absorption after succes-

= i
I-1

A A;” -

,c,AA;“,

(C-1)

where the total absorption after the m th flash,
2 A Ayso

I-1

is found by summing the contributions from the
individual states present after each flash (see Fig.
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1), i.e.,

Appendix D. The reduction of D + by Cyt c 2+

• AA4S0 = [Q~ ~"-eaJ.,'A
i 450
11450
u+[QAQa],,, An

/=1

+ [QA Qa ],.,'~)a + [QA Q~- ] ,,,'45°. 2 • (C-2)

The extinction coefficients c450B, cAa45o, c45°B and
~45°a,_ refer to the states Qi, Q~, QAQB, Q.~QB
and QAQ 2- , respectively.
The exact expressions for the absorption
changes after the first two flashes are given in the
text (see Eqns. 7b and 8b) and were used to
determine fl (see Eqn. 11). The expressions for the
absorption changes after subsequent flashes are
algebraically unwieldy; the changes can be estimated, however, using the approximations
n_so = ,~50a~ = ,45on and ,4Ast'. = 2,~sPn.
~AB

In the text we made simplifying assumption
that for [RC] = [Cyt c2+]0, all donors (D +) will be
reduced by Cyt c 2 + after a single saturating flash.
In this appendix we discuss the validity of this
assumption. The extent of reduction of D + by Cyt
c 2+ depends on the free-energy difference between
the D / D + and Cyt c2+/Cyt c 3+ redox couples
and on the reaction rate, k~yt, between Cyt c 2+
and D + relative to the charge recombination rate
of D + with Q~ (i.e., 1,ob~
^ D' ~)D)" The free energy for
the D / D + and Cyt c2+/Cyt c 3+ redox couples is
given by
~do,
GD
/D+ =

(o3)

G°/D. - kT In [D+
[D] ]

(D-la)

= G ° / b ~ - k T In [ R C ] - [D l

(D-lb)

[D]

These approximations are valid to within approx.
20% (see Table II). The total semiquinone absorption is given by (Eqns. C-2 and C-3):

and
rdo~ =G,?2+

G,L/,

m
Y'. AA45° = {[Q.~ Qa] .. + [QAQ; ]., + 2[QA Q" ]-,

,

/,;+-kT

ln[Cyt c 3+]
[Cyt c 2+]

t=l

(D-2a)

[Cyt c 3+ ]
+[QXQ~

],~}'~50 .

Substituting Eqns. A-4b, A-4c, A-4d and A-4f, this
becomes

where the initial population of cytochrome c was
assumed to be completely reduced.
We focus our analysis on the case k~yt >>
k~bS(1)
o,
In this limit the redox couples D / D + and
Cyt c2+/Cyt c 3+ are in equilibrium after a flash,
i.e., GD/D~
redox = G,2+/,,+.
redox
Furthermore, the increase in
Cyt c3+ concentratmn" is equal to the concentration of the oxidized donor, i.e., [Cyt c3+] = [D].
With these conditions one finds from Eqns. D - l b
and D-2b the fraction of reaction centers that are
reduced by Cyt c 2÷, i.e., [D]/[RC],
~

y ' a A ~ 5°=[RC],45°a 1 - ( 1 - 2 f l ) ( 1 - a )
l=1

(c-5)
The change in absorption after the m th flash
(m >~ 2) is found by combining Eqns. C-1 and C-5,
i.e.,

.

(,_ L jl)([cy,[Rqc2+]0

aa~ ~'= [RC1,2%(1-2a)

, (D-2b)

= G,!~+/,,+ - k T In [Cyt c 2+ ] 0 - [Cyt c 3+ ]

(C-4)

tD]

2

(C-6)

(D-3)

Note that the sign of AA 45° changes when the
direction of the QAQB to QAQ~- equilibrium
changes (i.e., for 13 = 0.5).

The first term in brackets on the left represents the
fraction of reaction centers that are not reduced by
Cyt c 2+ after a first flash; the second term represents the relative concentration of Cyt c 2* remain-

X(l-a)

(1-a)°t''-2-(1-fl)fl''-2
a-fl
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GO/D+>>

ing after the flash. In the limit G,°:./c~. kT, the reduction of D ÷ by Cyt c 2+ occurs to
completion; i.e., [D]/[RC] = 1 for the initial condition [Cyt c2+]0 >/[RC].
The reported free energies for the D / D ÷ and
Cyt c2+/Cyt c 3+ redox couples are G ° / D . = - 4 4 0
meV [47,48] and G,°2+/c~. = - 260 meV (pH 8) [49].
For the initial condition [Cyt c2+]0 = [RC], one
finds from Eqn. D-3 (at T = 2 1 ° C ) the value
[D]/[RC] = 0.97, i.e., 97% of the reaction centers
will be reduced by Cyt c 2÷ after a flash.
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